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Office Automation (OA) is not only an important tool used by government and 
enterprises to improve efficiency and decision-making, but also has become an 
important indicator to measure the national economic development. It's the age of 
information now. The focus of government management has been shifted gradually 
from logistics flow, capital flow to the information flow. The emergence of OA has 
changed people’s concepts, changed the traditional business transaction, changed the 
past complicated and inefficient manual office procedures, improved scientific 
management and decision-making, improve government work efficiency. 
This project is preceded from the actual needs of enterprises, discusses the 
background of the development of OA technology. In the light of the status and 
existing problems of information construction, this dissertation combines with 
requirements of enterprise office work, uses relevant technologies for systematic 
analysis to discuss the OA system solutions, which is consistent with the 
characteristics of enterprises. This paper also emphasizes on the studies of SMEs’ 
information construction. By absorbing the advanced domestic and oversea research 
results and experiences of developing similar projects, it discusses the path and 
critical technology for SMEs using OA technology. 
OA allows different departments and all employees of education bureau of 
Jinghe can access the document processing, email, information publishing and 
personalized office work in a unified user page. It solves the problems of enterprise 
business processes and office process automation, and achieves a one-stop office 
services. The researches demonstrate that the OA system is a convenient, economical, 
practical office system. 
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